
Connaught Terrace
Hove



With its refined heritage palette and dado rails the elegant hallway instantly hints at the charm and
character within. The warm tones of its wood floor flow into two simply stunning receptions
rooms uniting to give a magnificent open plan space. Sophisticated yet homely, a working fireplace
and log burner add focal points in each room, and whilst the living room is beautifully lit by bay
windows with their crisp white shutters, superbly crafted cabinetry nestles within the chimney
breast alcoves of the dining room. 

The considered layout extends down into a superior Shaker-style kitchen/diner where natural light
tumbles in from a trio of perfectly placed skylights. Brilliantly designed for both family meals and
entertaining friends, its fluid design creates a seamless connection with the garden via French
doors, and a first class array of integrated Bosch appliances offers every convenience.
The attention to detail and sympathetic presentation continues upstairs where three double
bedrooms pepper the first and second floors and include a versatile top floor suite that’s currently a
fabulous home office. An utterly enviable main bedroom with tasteful fitted wardrobes has further
bay windows and a fireplace of its own, and a third has a fantastic safari feature wall. Together they
share a large and luxurious family bathroom with a roll top bath, glass framed waterfall shower
and floating basin all with exemplary matte black fittings. 

Step out from the kitchen/diner into a wonderful west-facing walled garden that’s a heavenly
escape from the world outside. A notably broad landscaped patio is ideal for al fresco dining, an
established lawn gives ample opportunity for children to play, and a wealth of mature shrubs in
raised beds lend colour and interest throughout the seasons. 
At the front of the house the greenery of an easy to maintain garden combines with a classic tiled
path and the elegant detailing of the bay facade to give a charming first impression.

Connaught Terrace, Hove
Guide Price £850,000 - £900,000
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“We have loved living here, with this house having a great open
plan feel and good sized garden. 
The "4 Streets" as they are dubbed have a wonderful community
vibe. The Facebook group arranges all sorts from fundraisers to
mini-street parties and you get a real sense of knowing your
neighbours.
The Sterling Arms is our local pub, with great food and a pub quiz.
It's also been handy having both Co-op and Tesco right on our
doorstep, as well as a number of gyms. The best thing has been
being able to stroll down to the beach at the end of the day in the
summer. The stretch from the King Alfred Centre to Rockwater has
got just the right amount of buzz without being crowded.”






